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SPECIFIC FIT WATERCRAFT COVERS
•Heavy-duty, 600x600-D polyester construction with polyurethane backing to repel water
•Interior mesh pocket with non-scratch corrosion-free access zippers for wetsuit and vest storage
•Reinforced openings for trailer pins
•Gas cap access flap on some applications
•Full elastic shock-cord hem and three tie-down loops for trouble-free trailering
•Built for towing and storage
•Draw-cord storage bag
•All covers black/ gray
•Not intended for towing/ transporting

FITS MODEL PART #
KAWASAKI
JS440/ 550 86-95 4004-0145
JH750/ 900/ 1100ZXI 95-01 4004-0153
Ultra150 4004-0162

 

FITS MODEL PART #
POLARIS
SL 650/ 780 92-97 4004-0155
SLT 700/ 780 94-97 4004-0147
Genesis FFI 99-02 4004-0163

 

FITS MODEL PART #
SEA-DOO
XP 93-96 (8’) 4004-0148
XP 97-02 4004-0149
GS/ GX1/ GSX 96-01 4004-0150
GTI/ GTX 97 4004-0151
GTI/ GTI SE 06 4004-0178
 

FITS MODEL PART #
YAMAHA
WaveRunner VXR/ PRO 91-95 4004-0158
WaveBlaster 93-96 4004-0159
WaveRunner FX 02-05/ 

HO 04-05 4004-0180
GP1200/ 800 4004-0174
 

AIRHEAD® G-FORCE®

•A wild ride for up to three thrill-seekers
•Defy centrifugal force with G-Force’s topside  
stabilizer fins

•Six deluxe nylon-wrapped handles with 
neoprene knuckle guards provide a sure 
and comfortable grip

•Has a tough 30-gauge virgin PVC bladder, 
fully covered with a 840-denier  
double-stitched nylon cover

•Measures 78” x 75” (deflated) and is 
equipped with a heavy-duty  
Kwik-Connect for easy and secure hook-ups

•A Speed Safety Valve provides the ultimate in inflation and  
deflation convenience

PART # 4808-0030

AIRHEAD® MACH 2®

•Budget minded two rider cockpit 
towable

•Cockpit tubes are recommended for 
timid and young riders

•Inflated floors provide a comfortable 
seat

•Four deluxe handles with neoprene knuckle guards provide a secure 
and comfortable grip

•The heavy gauge PVC bladder and durable double-stitched nylon cover 
ensure years of service

•Equipped with a patented Speed Safety Valve for easy inflating  
and deflating

•Measures 69” x 69”

PART # 4808-0032

PART # 4808-0028

AIRHEAD® TURBO BLAST®

•Two-rider tube that rips across the wake
•90” x 56” (deflated) double-open top 
with four deluxe handles and neoprene 
knuckle guards

•30-gauge virgin PVC bladder
•Airhead Multi-Valve for quick inflation/ 
deflation

•840-denier nylon cover with two self-
draining floor vents and heavy-duty 
Kwik-Connect tow hook-up

PART # AHRI-2

AIRHEAD® RIP II TOWABLE
•Fully covered tube is torsionally 
rigid so it responds to rider’s 
input quickly and easily

•Carve slalom turns and jump 
wakes

•Lean in the direction you want 
to turn, pull on the opposite 
handle, and let the plastic 
sponsons sewn onto the side of 
the cover do the work

•Equipped with a Kwik-Connect, Airhead Multi-Valve, four nylon-covered 
handles with molded EVA foam knuckle guards, and tubular webbing-
covered handles

•30-gauge vinyl inner tube with a rugged 840-denier nylon cover
•Measures 48” x 50” (deflated)

PART # 4808-0027

AIRHEAD® MACH 1™
•Made with heavy-gauge PVC bladder
•Double-stitched nylon cover ensures years of service
•Equipped with Boston valve and Kwik-connect for quick and easy 
inflating, deflating

PART # 4808-0033

AIRHEAD® SLICE®

•58” diameter (deflated),  
low-profile, towable  
two-person tube

•Features topside neoprene panel, nylon-
wrapped handles and neoprene knuckle 
guards

•30-gauge virgin PVC bladder is fully encased in a double-stitched nylon 
cover with reinforced tow harness

•Includes Kwik-Connect for easy hook-ups and Boston valve for easy 
inflating and deflating

•Tapered design and boarding handle make it easy to climb on from  
the water
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PART # 4808-0029

AIRHEAD®  
HOT SHOT™

•57” (deflated) round deck  
tube is built to last and a great 
value all in one

•PVC bladder is completely covered with 
a double-stitched nylon cover

•Thin profile for easy on/ off
•Four deluxe handles with neoprene knuckle guards
•Boston valve for quick inflating and deflating

PART # 4808-0018

AIRHEAD® SLIDE®

•Single-rider tube that’s perfect for tricks
•56” (deflated) triangular tube constructed of heavy-duty virgin vinyl
•Four deluxe nylon-wrapped handles and neoprene knuckle guards
•Boston Valve for quick inflation/ deflation
•Double-stitched nylon cover with heavy-duty internal tow harness and 
self-draining vent

PART # 4808-0031

AIRHEAD® BLAST®

•Four neoprene knuckle guards and deluxe nylon covered handles 
provide a sure and comfortable grip

•The heavy-duty virgin PVC bladder has electronically welded seams and 
a Boston valve for quick inflating and deflating

•Has a double stitched nylon cover, reinforced internal tow harness and 
a self-draining floor vent

•Eye-catching graphics on this one rider 54” (deflated) round towable

PART # 4808-0023

AIRHEAD® HAND AIR PUMP
•This double-action pump inflates and deflates 
towables, kayaks, boats, airbeds and  
other inflatables

•Delivers a continuous stream of air on both 
the up and the down strokes

•Simply turn the release valve counter-
clockwise and you’re pumping air only on the down-stroke; a great 
option when inflatable is almost full and there is back pressure

•Four universal valves are included to fit Boston valves and stem valves
•Accordion-style hose stretches to five ft. long and interlocks to the 
pump so it doesn’t fall off while you’re pumping

•Volume is two liters/ stroke
•Very effective for “topping off” large towables in the boat, since peak 
pressure is an impressive 14 psi

PART # 4808-0022

AIRHEAD® 12V AIR PUMP
•High-volume 12-volt portable air pump inflates and deflates towables, boats, pools, mattresses 
and beach toys quickly, out-performing most pumps on the market

•Universal valve fittings fit many popular valves including Boston valves and stem valves
•For added convenience, the accessory power plug is equipped with a 10 ft. long power cord
•Volume is 380 liters/ minute; maximum pressure is .71 psi; draws 11.8 amps/ 145 watts
•We recommend “topping off” large towables inflated with this pump with a few strokes of 
Airhead’s Double Action Hand Pump, PART #4808-0023
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PART # 4808-0001

4 SECTION ROPE
•75’ long, 16-strand
•Performance water ski rope
•Floating aluminum tractor 
grip handle

PART # 4808-0003

INFLATABLE ROPE
•High strength 3/8” rope; 60’ long
•For one- and two-rider tubes
•Maximum rider weight 345 lb.

PART # 4808-0002

STANDARD ROPE
•Floating aluminum handle
•75’ long
•One section, 16 strand

DESCRIPTION PART #
2-rider tube rope 4808-0025
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
4-rider tube rope 4808-0026
 

AIRHEAD® BLING TUBE ROPES
•Bling ropes sparkle in the sun and glow in the twilight
•Shiny and reflective material braided with polypropylene
•60’ length
•PART # 4808-0025 has 2,375 lb. tensile strength
•PART # 4808-0026 has 4,100 lb. tensile strength

4808-00264808-0025

PART # 4808-0017

AIRHEAD®  
FOUR-RIDER TUBE 

TOW ROPE
•Heavy-duty 16-strand tow rope 
measures 9/16” x 60’ and is rated 
at 4,150 lb. tensile strength

•Engineered to pull big three- and 
four-rider tubes

•Features a Rasta color scheme 
with a 6” loop at each end

•Includes a rope keeper for  
tangle-free storage

PART # 4808-0021

AIRHEAD® TWO-RIDER 
TUBE TOW ROPE

•This 3/8” 16-strand braided tow is rated 
at 2,375 lb. tensile strength

•6” loop spliced at each end
•Rope Keeper is included for tangle-
free storage

•Designed for one- and two-rider tubes

PART # A-1920

TUBE ROPE
•Designed for use with recreational inner tubes
•Includes buoy to prevent rope from entangling prop
•60’ of rope means plenty of clearance away from watercraft

PART # A-2383

DELUXE 15’ TOWROPE
•Useful in any towing situation
•Long enough to keep towee safely behind tower
•Rated for loads up to 1,350 lb.
•Comes with two snap hooks and a buoy
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PART # TS-15

PWC TOW STRAP
WITH MESH BAG

•Stows handily; perfect to have around 
in emergencies

•Yellow floating strap measures 15’ with 
a 10” loop at each end, and includes 
a detachable heavy-duty carabiner

•Comes with a mesh bag with 
drawstring and cord lock

•1,500 lb. tensile strength

PART # 3920-0368

TOW STRAP WITH POUCH
•1” x 15’ webbing with loops at each end to secure 
bike when towing

•Comes in zippered pouch with hook-and-loop on 
backside to secure pouch to bike or other areas

PART # 4850-0007

BUMPER
•Keeps your PWC from getting scratched and 
gouged by docks, rafts, lifts, etc.

•Available in white only

PART # SB-4

PWC BUMPERS
•Keep your PWC from getting scratched and 
gouged by docks, rafts, lifts, etc.

•3” x 18” bumpers have nylon covers and attach to 
PWCs with two large suction cups

•Two bumpers per package

PART # 4850-0014

HULL HUGR™  
PWC FENDER

•Docking your PWC has never been easier 
or safer with the introduction of the 
HULL HUGR™ PWC Fender

•Engineered specifically for PWCs
•Hinges in the center of your PWC to 
better protect the body from docks 
designed for bigger boats

•Easily hooks under the rub rail with 
a molded acetyl hook integrated into the back of the fender

•Two fenders per PWC are recommended

PART # AHDL-4

4’ BUNGEE  
DOCK LINE

•Far more sensible than regular rope
•Stretches and re-tightens to keep craft tight against the dock 
bumper even when the water’s wavy

•Two foam floats keep line from sinking and protect boat’s finish
•Ends have loops with slides for quick, easy docking
•Works on craft weighing up to 4,000 lb.; 2,150-lb. tensile strength
•Available in black/ blue/ red color combination

PART # PWCD-2

PWC DOCK LINES
•These hot purple/ yellow/ red dock 
lines are incredibly versatile and functional

•A giant snap hook is spliced to one end with a 10” loop on 
the other end

•Full length is 7 ft.
•Sold in clamshell packs of two

COLOR PART #
Black A-1941
Blue A-1944
 

COLOR PART #
Red A-1938
Yellow A-1936
 

DOCKING LINE
•Solid-braid, multi-filament polypropylene rope looks great and has many uses: 
towing, docking, launching, beaching, anchoring and more

•Floats; stays pliable when wet
•Loop sewn into one end; 12’ in length
•Resists oil, gas, chemicals, bleaching  
and dry rot

A-1936

A-1938

A-1941

A-1944
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20” DIAMETER BUOYS
•Durable inflatable buoys are perfect for marking 
anchors, moorings, hazards and swimming areas 
or for setting up a PWC or sailboat race course

•Deflate quickly and easily for  
space-efficient storage

COLOR PART #
Red B-20R
 

COLOR PART #
Yellow B-20Y
 

B-20R B-20Y

TELESCOPING PADDLE
•This rugged telescopic aluminum paddle extends to 45”, 
yet stows at only 20”

•The high-impact, floating plastic paddle is curved for 
efficient paddling and bright orange for signaling

•Unscrews for stowing
•Durable nylon storage case included

PART # P-2

TUBE KEEPER TIE-DOWNS
•Save passenger space by securing towables to 
the boat stern

•Attach tie-down straps to the towable and secure the giant 31/4” 
suction cups to the boat or loop the stretch cords around a cleat or rail

•Straps are adjustable and easily tighten for a secure hold

PART # 4850-0018

STIK-A-FLAG™ SKIER DOWN FLAGS
•Be seen with these brightly colored nylon warning flags
•31/4” suction cups mount flags on windshields or bodies
•Square flag mounted on 2-ft. pole; required in AZ, CA, CO, 
ID, MO, NE, NM, OR, TX and UT

•Triangular flag mounted on 4-ft. pole; required in NJ

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Square flag w/ 2’ pole SAF-1 $7.95
Triangular flag w/ 4’ pole SAF-3 11.95
 

SAF-1

SAF-3

GIANT SNAP HOOK
•Acetyl snap hook that won’t scratch surfaces like other 
metal hooks

•Accepts ropes up to 1/2” diameter and opens extra  
wide to 3/8”

PART # 4850-0017

COLOR PART #
Blue 4850-0001
 

COLOR PART #
Red 4850-0002
 

COLOR PART #
Yellow 4850-0003
 

PWC ANCHOR BAGS
•10’ of 3/8” polypropylene rope
•Heavy-duty galvanized snap hook
•Constructed of heavy-duty waterproof nylon material
•Brass grommet drain hole on bottom for easy drainage
•3” x 5” color-matched rope float
•Fill with sand, rocks or any other weighty substance (up to 55 lb.), and you’re ready to anchor your craft
•Great for jet skis, inflatable boats, canoes and other small watercraft
•Available in blue, red or yellow

4850-0001
4850-0002 4850-0003

PART # 4850-0004

LARGE ANCHOR BAG
•15’ of 3/8” polypropylene rope
•Heavy-duty galvanized snap hook
•Constructed of heavy-duty waterproof nylon material
•Bottom handle straps for ease of dumping
•3” x 5” color-matched rope float
•Designed for three- and four-passenger PWCs and mini jet boats
•Just fill with sand, rocks or any other weighty substance (up to 75 lb.), and you’re ready to 
anchor your boat

•Available in blue only
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ANCHOR BAG
•Just fill with rocks and sand for all anchoring needs
•Fits easily into any storage compartment
•Available in red only

PART # 4850-0009 PART # A-2

GRAPNEL PWC 
ANCHOR SYSTEM

•A 3.5 lb. anchor that’s in a class 
by itself

•Holds in virtually all bottom 
conditions including mud, sand, 
gravel and rock

•Designed for PWCs, inflatable rafts, canoes, float tubes and small boats
•Features a thick vinyl coating to protect finishes and a durable padded 
nylon storage case to dampen noise while stowed

•Folding anchor stows in most PWC storage compartments or almost 
any storage canister

•Includes 25 feet of rope, a buoy and a giant snap hook

SAND ANCHOR BAG 
WITH BUOY

•Perfect for calm, shallow water
•Fill the durable, vinyl/ polyester 
tri-laminate bag with up to 35 lb. 
of rocks, sand or gravel

•6’ rope attaches to bag at one end and clips to PWC on the other with 
finish-friendly nylon snap hook

•Buoy on rope marks anchor location and floats rope while PWC is  
being used

PART # A-1

ANCHORS WITH BAGS
•Two sizes to choose from
•Both anchors have flukes that dig in to keep 
watercraft in place

•21/2-lb. anchor for PWCs includes 15’ polypropylene rope, float, snap 
hook and storage bag

•61/2-lb. anchor for jet boats includes 4’ of vinyl-coated chain, 75’ of 
polypropylene rope and storage bag

DESCRIPTION PART #
21/2-lb. PWC anchor A-2382
61/2-lb. jet boat anchor A2388
 

A-2382

A2388

ANCHOR STAKE
•Galvanized steel anchor stake 
spirals into ground

•Includes 15’ polypropylene rope, 
float and two plastic snap hooks

•Not for use in sandy soils

PART # A2384

DELUXE PWC SAND 
STAKE KIT

•The perfect anchor for the 
beach – just screw it into the 
sand and it will not pull out

•Includes cushioned nylon  
travel bag

PART # 3920-0019

PART # A-2380

MUSHROOM ANCHOR SYSTEM
•Anchoring up has never been easier
•8-lb. mushroom-shaped anchor works well on river and sandy bottoms
•No jagged edges to cut feet
•Includes buoy, snap hook and 15’ of rope

PART # A-2381

ANCHOR BAG
•Just fill with rocks and sand for all 
anchoring needs

•Fits easily into any  
storage compartment

•Rope, float and hook included
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COLOR PART #
Black 0640-1002
 

COLOR PART #
White 0640-1003
 

SPORT UNIVERSAL WING MIRRORS
•Designed to bring durability and style to your watercraft
•The most durable mirrors in their class
•Sized at 3.5” x 5.375” and 8” total in length
•Offers a dramatically wide rear view through sturdy convex safety glass
•Constructed from non-corrosive materials and undergo salt  
spray testing

•Quickly mounts to the right or left side of your watercraft and also tuck 
neatly beneath canvas covers

•Holds adjustment even in the biggest waves
•Available with black or white paintable housing

COLOR PART #
Black M16RB
 

COLOR PART #
White M16WRB
 

PWC SPORT II MIRRORS
•The most rugged, durable and dependable mirror available
•Sporty styling is a complement to any PWC
•Universal 3.5” x 6.25” convex safety glass sidemount fits right and left sides
•Holds adjustment even in the toughest waves, wake and roost
•Noncorrosive materials have been rigorously salt-spray tested
•Mounting system included
•Sold each

DELUXE  
HANDLEBAR MIRROR

•Universal design will fit left or right side
•Fits into end of most hollow 7/8” handlebars
•Sold each

PART # M32

HANDLEBAR-MOUNT 
MIRROR

•Adjustable hook-and-loop strap for quick,  
easy mounting and removal

•Can be used on either side of handlebars;  
will not interfere with hand movement

•Vibration-free convex safety lens for big,  
clear rear view

•Made of noncorrosive materials; salt-spray tested

PART # M26

EZ RISER JET STEP™
•Quick and easy personal watercraft boarding
•Two-rung flexible nylon rope ladder
•Easy installation with no tools required
•Adjustable to fit any PWC or jet boat
•Resistant to UV rays
•300 lb. capacity

SUG. RETAIL ............$26.95 PART # 4850-0019 SUG. RETAIL ............$25.95 PART # 3920-0369

ADJUSTABLE CARGO NETS
•Premium net is constructed with smaller 2” x 2” mesh (compared to  
3” x 3” standard mesh) to secure cargo and help eliminate fall-through

•Six ABS plastic hooks are adjustable, durable and designed to  
reduce scratching

•Sub-hooks for quick tightening adjustments
•4.4mm bungee thickness
•Available in black
•Made in the U.S.A.

HANDLEBAR-MOUNT 
MIRROR

•Quick-and-easy installation on most 
handlebars with an adjustable hook-and-loop 
closure strap

•Fully adjustable
•Black anodized construction
•Sold each

0640-1003

0640-1002 M16RB

M16WRB

PART # AM1000
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SIZE COLOR PART #
9.5” x 16” Blue 3512-0092
9.5” x 16” Clear 3512-0095
11.5” x 19” Blue 3512-0093
 

SIZE COLOR PART #
11.5” x 19” Clear 3512-0096
12.5” x 28” Blue 3512-0094
12.5” x 28” Clear 3512-0097
 

DRY PAK STORAGE BAGS
•Easy way to keep your gear clean and dry
•Simply roll the top down three to five folds and snap the buckle
•Buckle can also be used as a handle
•Scent lock makes this perfect for hunting
•Available in three sizes in either blue tri-laminate material or clear, nylon-reinforced vinyl

DRY PAK CASE FOR GPS/ 
PDA/ SMARTPHONE

•Protect your GPS, PDA and smartphone from 
water and dirt while still being able to use all 
your touchscreen functions

 •Talk while your device is protected with only 
a 3% volume loss

•Clear TPU front, blue TPU back, padded and 
lined to keep your PDS/ GPS dry

•Features an adjustable neck lanyard and 
anodized aluminum spring hook and includes 
a white sealing clip for high visibility

•6” L x 5” W
•Maximum circumference: 9”
NOTE:  Contents not included.

PART # 3550-0182

DESCRIPTION PART #
Cell phone case (4”x 6”) 3550-0179
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
Cell phone case (4”x 8”) 3550-0180
 

DRY PAK CELL PHONE/ 
GPS/ MP3 CASES

•Slim white clip is less bulky
•Clear TPU front, gray TPU back, padded and lined
•Adjustable neck lanyard and anodized aluminum 
spring hook

•For beach, pool, boating, snorkeling and more
•71/4” maximum circumference
NOTE:  Contents not included.

SIZE PART #
5” W x 7” H A-4120
7” W x 10” H A-4121
101/2” W  x 14” H A-4122
 

WATERPROOF  
UTILITY POUCHES

•Handy pouches safely hold and protect your 
essentials – wallet, licenses, registration, maps, 
money and more

•Made from clear, heavyweight vinyl with  
self-sealing hook-and-loop flap closure

•Security cord makes for easy carrying

WATERPROOF FIRST AID KIT
•Bright red kit comes with hook-and-loop mount that easily attaches to your PWC
•Contents stay clean and dry
•Heavy-duty nylon bag is specially coated and comes with a waterproof zipper
•Includes a variety of bandages and gauze pads, antiseptic towelettes, adhesive tape, Povidone-
Iodine Betadine, triple antibiotic, sunscreen, tweezers, acetaminophen,  
latex gloves, sting relief pad, single-edge razor blade and  
first aid instructions PART # FAK-2

3550-0179

3550-0180

3512-00953512-0092
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DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS PART #
1040 Micro Case Exterior – 7.50” x 5.06” x 2.12”/ interior – 6.50” x 3.87” x 1.75” 3550-0161
1050 Micro Case Exterior – 7.50” x 5.06” x 3.12”/ interior – 6.31” x 3.68” x 2.75” 3550-0162
1060 Micro Case Exterior – 9.37” x 5.56” x 2.62”/ interior – 8.25” x 4.25” x 2.25” 3550-0163
 

EXPEDITION MICRO CASES
•Protects your miniature valuables while on the go
•Water-resistant, crushproof and dustproof
•Rubber liner for extra protection doubles as O-ring seal
•Automatic Pressure Equalization Valve balances interior pressure, keeps water out
•Stainless steel hardware
•Easy-open latch
•Made in the U.S.A.

3550-0161 3550-0162 3550-0163

EXPEDITION i1015 MICRO CASE
•Fits most iPhones®, Droids and BlackBerrys; check dimensions below
•External jack allows full use of iPhone®/ iPod Touch® microphone and 
volume commands

•External headphone jack lets you listen to your player, while case is closed
•Built-in cable manager holds earphones and cables
•Active sport carabiner secures case to backpack or belt loop
•Easy-open latch
•Custom rubber liner doubles as O-ring seal
•Stainless steel hardware
•Water-resistant, crushproof and dust proof
•i1015 Case dimensions: exterior – 6.68” x 3.88” x 1.86”,  
interior – 5.14” x 2.64” x 1.37”

•Made in the U.S.A. PART # 3550-0160

RIDER HOLD-TIGHT™
•Common-sense design allows passenger 
to hold onto the driver when riding 
a motorcycle, snowmobile, ATV or personal watercraft

•Designed to be worn directly over clothing, life vest or snowmobile suit
•Dual-position rider handles provide quick and easy handholds
•Ultra-comfortable neoprene handhold tubes remain soft in cold weather
•Constructed of heavy-duty nylon webbing, 500-denier cloth and  
quick-release buckles

PART # 81070
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LANYARD
•Comfortable floating lanyard 
attaches to wrist

•Available in red only

KILL SWITCH LANYARD
FOR SEADOO SPARK 14-16, 

SPARK HO 15-16
•Replaces OEM# 278002843
NOTE:  Must be programmed to your jet ski 

before use.

FITS MODEL BLACK/ BLACK BLUE/ BLACK RED/ BLACK YELLOW/ BLACK
(A) Kawasaki A-2137 A-2127 A-2148 A-2128
Polaris A-2137 A-2127 A-2148 A-2128
(B) Sea-Doo (non-DESS) A-7467 A-7481 - A-7473
Tigershark A-2137 A-2127 A-2148 A-2128
Wet Jet A-2137 A-2127 A-2148 A-2128
(C) Yamaha A-8147 A-8139 A-8158 -

FLOATING WRIST LANYARDS
•Clip apart so they can be used as wrist or  
vest lanyard

•Made of polyurethane cord that floats
•Come with one-hand easy-glide slider
•Available in a variety of colors

FITS MODEL (A) BLACK (B) BLUE (C) GREEN (D) NEON RED (E) PURPLE (F) RED (G) SILVER (H) YELLOW
Kawasaki A-2109 A-2107 A2101 - A2106 A2103 A2096 A2104
Polaris A-2109 A-2107 A2101 - A2106 A2103 A2096 A2104
Tigershark A-2109 A-2107 A2101 - A2106 A2103 A2096 A2104
Wet Jet A-2109 A-2107 A2101 - A2106 A2103 A2096 A2104
Sea-Doo A-7459 A-7457 A7451 - A7456 - - A7454
Yamaha A-8130 A-8129 - A8131 - - A-8134 A8126
 

LANYARDS
•Atlantis easy-glide slider can be 
attached to jacket or wrist

•Top-quality replacement lanyards 
for most models without DESS

•Very affordable alternative to 
OEM lanyards

COLOR PART #
(A) Black A-3200X
 

COLOR PART #
(B) Red A-3201X
 

COLOR PART #
(C) Silver A3205
 

COLOR PART #
(D) Yellow A-3202X
 

MULTI-END FLOATING LANYARDS
•Now there is a way to ride all non-DESS watercraft 
without changing lanyards

PART # 4850-0008 PART # 4850-0062
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FITS MODEL COLOR PART #
KAWASAKI/ WET JET/ POLARIS/ TIGERSHARK
All (A) Black A2109-PFW

(B) Neon red A2099-PFW
 

FITS MODEL COLOR PART #
SEA-DOO
All non-DESS models Black A7459-PFW
 

FITS MODEL COLOR PART #
YAMAHA
All Black A8130-PFW
 

PRO FLOATING LANYARDS WITH WHISTLE
•Pro Floating Lanyards are designed for safety, security and durability
•Marine whistle clips on or off
•Won’t come off wrist – even when racing
•Wrist strap is made from marine-grade webbing with quick hook-and-loop fastener
•Lanyard is polyurethane reinforced with nylon cord
•High-quality key ends work with designated brands of watercraft

COLOR PART #
(A) Silver A7445-DES
 

COLOR PART #
(B) Black A7459-DES
 

COLOR PART #
(C) Red A7453-DES
 

COLOR PART #
(D) Yellow A7447-DES
 

LANYARDS
FOR SEA-DOO DESS SECURITY SYSTEM

•Designed with security and durability in mind
•For use with Sea-Doo DESS security system and can only be 
programmed by Sea-Doo dealers

•Lanyard is polyurethane reinforced with nylon cord
•Very affordable alternative to  
OEM lanyards (not for GTI or XP 96)

PRO FLOATING  
WRIST STRAP

•Lets you attach any clip lanyard to an 
Atlantis Pro Floating Wrist Strap

•Added security and convenience that 
most riders look for

•Available in black

PART # A2070

COLOR PART #
(A) Purple/ yellow UL-1
 

COLOR PART #
(B) Red/ black UL-2
 

COLOR PART #
(C) Blue/ silver 4850-0015
 

ULTIMATE PWC LANYARD
•This lanyard has it all
•Contains three different keys to fit all PWC brands: Sea-Doo (non-DESS), Yamaha, Kawasaki, Polaris, Tigershark and Wet Jet
•Super-comfortable floating wristband, floating vest lanyard and high-pitch pea-less whistle
•A swivel snap hook keeps the cord from tangling

WHISTLE
•Gets the attention of others 
whether you need help or just 
want to be noticed

•Available in red only

SUG. RETAIL .......... $7.95 PART # 4850-0005
COLOR PART #
(A) Purple/ yellow 4850-0011
 

COLOR PART #
(B) Red/ black 4850-0012
 

WHISTLES
•High-pitch pea-less whistle is the perfect 
choice for a signal device

•Clip it to a life jacket or lanyard
•Can also be used as a floating key chain

COLOR WHISTLE W/ NECK CORD WHISTLE W/ CLIP
(A) Black A2700 A2700-C
(B) Gray A2709 A2709-C
 

COLOR WHISTLE W/ NECK CORD WHISTLE W/ CLIP
(C) Red A2701 A2701-C
(D) Yellow A2706 A2706-C
 

WHISTLES
•For the rider who needs help or just wants to be noticed
•Available with a neck cord or the quick-disconnect clip 
for jacket or wrist lanyard

KEY FLOAT
•Keeps your keys 
from sinking

•Available in red only
COLOR PART #
(A) Red A-1951
 

COLOR PART #
(B) Blue A-1952
 

COLOR PART #
(C) Yellow A-1953
 

KEY FLOATS
•Keep keys where they’re needed – 
above the water

•Quick-snap included for easy, 
versatile attachment

A B

C

C

A

A

A

B

B

B D

PART # 4850-0006
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DESCRIPTION PART #
(A) Red paisley 2504-0168
(B) Black paisley 2504-0198
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
(C) Pink paisley 2504-0199
(D) Woodland camouflage 2504-0279
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
(E) Pink camouflage 2504-0324
 

COOLDANNA®

•Head and neck tie provides hours of cooling relief on hot 
days and during hot activities

•Contains non-toxic polymer crystals
•Soak in water for 10 minutes to activate the cooling crystals
•100% cotton
•Hand washable
•Ziploc bag included for on-the-go use

A B c

D E
On-the-
go zip-
lock bag. 
Just add 
water to 
activate

9907 4K WASPCAM ACTION SPORTS CAMERA
•Waterproof without a case down to 98’
•Records HD video up to 4K/ 24fps; also records 1440p/ 30fps, 1080p/ 60fps, 1080p/ 30fps,  
720p/ 120fps, and 720p/ 60fps

•New video time-lapse feature allows users to shoot time-lapse videos at either  
1, 3, 5, 10, 30, 60 second intervals

•Loop recording and an auto looping function, which allows the camera to be used as a dash camera
•Up to 20MP photo quality; 12MP also available
•Built-in Wi-Fi connects camera to WASPcam app
•1.5” LCD Screen
•Sharp 4X 2.8f lens has a wide 170° view angle
•White balance controls include auto, daylight, cloudy, tungsten,  
fluorescent/ underwater

•Anti-shaking technology
PART # 4402-0674

9906 CAMO WASPCAM SPORTS ACTION CAMERA
•Ability to turn off all camera lights and sounds for stealthy filming
•Waterproof without a case down to 98’
•Records HD video up to 1440p/ 30fps; also records 1080p/ 60fps, 1080p/ 30fps,  
720p/ 120fps, 720p/ 60fps, VGA/ 240fps

•Loop recording and an auto looping function, which allows the camera to be used as a  
dash camera

•New video time-lapse feature allows users to shoot time-lapse videos at either  
1, 3, 5, 10, 30, 60 second intervals

•Up to 16MP photo quality
•Built-in Wi-Fi connects camera to WASPcam app
•1.5” LCD screen
•Two LED safety lights
•Sharp 4X 2.8f lens has a wide 170° view angle
•White balance controls include auto, daylight, cloudy, tungsten,  
fluorescent/ underwater

•Anti-shaking technology

PART # 4402-0673

9905 WASPCAM CAMERA
•Waterproof without a case down to 98 feet
•Records HD video at 1080p30, 720p60fps, WVGA 60fps and 
VGA 120fps

 •Includes a wireless wrist remote that controls video 
and photo recording up to 15 feet away

 •Up to 12-Megapixel photo quality with options for 5MP 
or 8MP

•Auto-Looping Function records over itself for 
continuous video recording

 •WiFi built-in for live viewing on a smartphone
•Two LED safety lights can set the lights to off, on/ steady, 
or flashing

 •Automatically starts recording when powered on

PART # 4402-0559

POWER GRIP 
PORTABLE CHARGER

•Convenient, portable charging for 
your electronic devices

•Micro USB charging cable included
•2200mAh capacity

PART # 3807-0356
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 WASPCAM COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES FITMENT GUIDE continued on next page.

1 Discontinued model.
2 For discontinued models 9900, 9901.

DESCRIPTION PART # MAN. # 9905 9906 CAMO 9907 GOPRO®

7/8” tubing clamp 4402-0491 9965 Yes Yes Yes Yes
1” tubing clamp 4402-0492 9966 Yes Yes Yes Yes
11/8” tubing clamp 4402-0493 9967 Yes Yes Yes Yes
11/4” tubing clamp 4402-0494 9968 Yes Yes Yes Yes
11/2” tubing clamp 4402-0495 9969 Yes Yes Yes Yes
13/4” tubing clamp 4402-0496 9970 Yes Yes Yes Yes
2” tubing clamp 4402-0497 9971 Yes Yes Yes Yes
2-in-1 portable hand grip/ tripod 4402-0540 9923 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Adhesive anchor and tether 4402-0474 9944 Yes Yes Yes Yes
AV cable 4402-0564 9804 Yes Yes No No
Battery charger, dual 4402-0665 9812 Yes Yes Yes No
Bicycle mount kit  for 31.8 Bar, heavy duty 4402-0432 9928 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Bicycle mount kit for 31.8 Bar, medium duty 4402-0460 9927 Yes Yes Yes No
Bicycle under-seat mount 4402-0541 9924 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Camera mount w/ LED light and case 4402-0434 9998 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Case connector 4402-0542 9925 Yes Yes Yes No
Clear protective lens 4402-0562 9802 Yes Yes Yes No
Curved adhesive socket 4402-0480 9950 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Diving lens 4402-0563 9803 Yes Yes Yes No
 

WASPCAM COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES FITMENT GUIDE
•Replacement and optional components and accessories for WASPcam models
•Included with every Stubby is a short tether strap, designed to wrap around a user’s wrist, offering added security in case things get rough on the 
road, trail or slopes

4402-0389
4402-05024402-05364402-0563

4402-0434

4402-0542

4402-0562

4402-0541

4402-0460

4402-06654402-04744402-05404402-0491

4402-0480
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1 Discontinued model.
2 For discontinued models 9900, 9901.

DESCRIPTION PART # MAN. # 9905 9906 CAMO 9907 GOPRO®

Dog-harness mount 4402-0536 9919 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Extending pole mount 4402-0502 9976 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Extreme backpack 4402-0389 9977 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Flat adhesive socket 4402-0481 9951 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Flat/ curved sockets (Pack of 4) 4402-0531 9914 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Flex rod 4mm - 10” connecters 4402-0391 9992 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Flex rod 4mm - 14” connecters 4402-0392 9993 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Flex rod 4mm - 6” connecters 4402-0390 9991 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Flex rod 5mm - 20” connecters 4402-0393 9994 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Gigastone 32GB memory card 4402-0568 9808 Yes Yes Yes Yes
GPS kit, 4K 4402-0667 9814 No No Yes No
Hand mount 4402-0528 9911 Yes Yes Yes Yes
HDMI cable 4402-0566 9806 Yes Yes No No
In-Car micro USB hard wire kit 4402-0526 9909 Yes Yes Yes No
Jaws and flex clamp mount 4402-0533 9916 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Jaws mount 4402-0534 9917 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mesh storage bag (12” x 8”) 4402-0537 9920 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mount screw (custom) 4402-0499 9973 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mount screw (Plastic) 4402-0543 9973 Yes Yes Yes Yes
 

WASPCAM COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES FITMENT GUIDE (CONT)

4402-0390

4402-0528 4402-0566

4402-0667

4402-0531 4402-0533

4402-0526

4402-0534

4402-0543

4402-0499

4402-0537

4402-0620 4402-0561

4402-06724402-0669 4402-0535 4402-05014402-0560

4402-0481

4402-0647
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DESCRIPTION PART # MAN. # 9905 9906 CAMO 9907 GOPRO®

Outdoor utility mount (fits 10.2mm - 22.8mm tubes) 4402-0620 9809 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Power stubbie mount 4402-0647 9810 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Replacement battery 4402-0561 9801 Yes Yes Yes No
Side bracket, 4K 4402-0669 9816 No No Yes No
Side cap/ tether, waterproof 4K 4402-0672 9819 No No Yes No
Side mount 4402-0535 9918 Yes Yes Yes Yes
SST suction cup mount 4402-0560 9800 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Tactical-style grip mount 4402-0532 9915 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Travel Case (formed) 4402-0500 9974 Yes Yes Yes Yes
USB cable, 4K 4402-0666 9813 No No Yes No
USB cable, 4K waterproof (6’ 7”) 4402-0670 9817 No No Yes No
USB cable, 4K waterproof (2’) 4402-0671 9818 No No Yes No
USB charging cable, waterproof (2’) 4402-0664 9811 Yes Yes Yes No
Video cable, 4K 4402-0668 9815 No No Yes No
WASPcam case GoPro adapter 4402-0498 9972 Yes Yes Yes No
Waterproof cap seal/ tether replacement 4402-0567 9807 Yes Yes Yes No
Waterproof USB cable 4402-0565 9805 Yes Yes No No
Wrist mount 4402-0433 9929 Yes Yes Yes Yes
1 Discontinued model.
2 For discontinued models 9900, 9901.

WASPCAM COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES FITMENT GUIDE (CONT)

4402-0530 4402-0532

4402-0539

4402-0500

4402-0666

4402-0565

4402-0668

4402-0433

4402-05674402-0498

4402-0670
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DESCRIPTION PART #
Cooling system Stepless clamp kit 2402-0110
Stepless clamps, 17.0-21.0mm (10-pk.) 2401-0548
Stepless clamps, 20.9-24.1mm (10-pk.) 2401-0549
Stepless clamps, 23.9-27.1mm (10-pk.) 2401-0550
Stepless clamps, 26.9-30.1mm (10-pk.) 2401-0551
Stepless clamps, 29.9-33.1mm (10-pk.) 2401-0552
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
Stepless clamps, 32.9-36.1mm (10-pk.) 2401-0553
Stepless clamps, 36.4-39.6mm (5-pk.) 2401-0554
Stepless clamps, 40.8-44.0mm (5-pk.) 2401-0555
Stepless clamps, 43.8-47.0mm (5-pk.) 2401-0556
Stepless clamps, 7.8-9.5mm (10-pk.) 2401-0557
 

COOLING SYSTEM  
STEPLESS® CLAMP KIT

•85-piece Stepless® clamp kit with an assortment of commonly used 
clamp sizes for cooling systems

•Stepless clamps provide secure 360° clamping with no gaps
•Specially formed edges reduce risk of damage to hose and hose barb
•Narrow 9mm band provides concentrated seal compression
•Tampering is visible
•Durable partitioned plastic box with snap lid keeps your stock of clamps organized and ready to use
•Please follow factory service manual recommendations for selecting correct clamp size for each engine
•Clamps require use of Motion Pro pincer tool PART #s 3801-0034 or 3801-0182 (sold separately)
•Individual clamp sizes available separately for restocking 2401-0548 2401-0556

2402-0110

DESCRIPTION PART #
1/4” 2404-0621
5/8” 2404-0622
1/32” 2404-0623
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
3/8” 2404-0624
1/2” 2404-0625
 

PUSH-TYPE WIRE CLIPS
•Clips can be used almost anywhere 
wires need to be secured

•Available in sizes listed
•Sold in 20-pk.
•Made in the U.S.A.

2404-0623
2404-0621

PART # 4802-0006

ROTARY THREE-POSITION  
WATERPROOF BILGE SWITCH

FOR YAMAHA SUPERJET 96-12 (ALL)
•Corrosion resistant and has withstood the most abuse Blowsion can give them
•Dash or engine compartment mounted, one of the most popular and 
easiest to install bilge switches available

DESCRIPTION BLACK POLISHED
500 GPH
Straight fitting 4850-0044 4850-0045
45° fitting 4850-0046 4850-0047
1100 GPH
Straight fitting - 4850-0048
 

BILLET BILGE FITTINGS
•High-quality, CNC-machined billet aluminum bilge fittings
•For 500 and 1100 gph bilge pump systems
•Available in polished or black

4850-0044 4850-0047 4850-0048

DESCRIPTION PART #
BYPASS FITTINGS
900, black 4850-0027
900, clear 4850-0028
450, black 4850-0029
450, clear 4850-0030
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
BILGE FITTINGS
Straight, black 4850-0031
Straight, clear 4850-0032
450, black 4850-0033
450, clear 4850-0034
 

BILLET HULL FITTINGS
•Replacement fittings look great and are functional as well
•Available in black or clear anodized

4850-0027 4850-0030 4850-0032 4850-0033

DESCRIPTION PART #
Straight 4802-0011
90°, right angle 4802-0012
 

THRU HULL FITTINGS
•3/4” diameter fittings specially designed for 
Rule pumps

•High impact plastic will not rust, corrode  
or discolor

•Available in straight or 90° right angle versions

4802-00124802-0011

DESCRIPTION PART #
1/2” 4850-0063
3/8” 4850-0064
 

THROUGH HULL FITTINGS
•Allow for easy installation of extra  
cooling lines

4850-0063 4850-0064

DESCRIPTION BLACK POLISHED
8MM SIZE
90° 4850-0036 4850-0037
45° 4850-0038 4850-0039
1/2” SIZE
90° 4850-0040 4850-0041
45° 4850-0042 4850-0043
 

WATER BYPASS FITTINGS
•High-quality 8mm or 1/2” aluminum  
bypass fittings

•Choose from either 45° or 90° fittings
•Available in polished or black

4850-0043
4850-0036
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PART # 4802-0029

NEXT GENERATION 
AUTOMATIC 500 G.P.H. 

BILGE PUMP
•New design features an optimized impeller to  
provide greater flow

•Automatically removes water from engine compartment; 
cycles every 20 seconds to check for water

•Built-in thermal cut-off (TCO) provides added protection for the pump 
and vessel

•Back flow protection reduces the amount of water left in the bilge to 
keep it cleaner

•Hidden air vents in the pump body prevent air locking in the plumbing 
installations and help with the check valve

•Threaded discharge for easier installation and maintenance
•Check valve included
•12V (1.9 amp draw) and unmatched in pumping power and longevity
•3/4’’ discharge outlet
•Measures 4” T x 23/8” W

PART # 4802-0008

RULE MATE® 500 
G.P.H. BILGE PUMP

•All-in-one pump and switch; no float  
switch required

•Pump turns on when water level rises and 
shuts off when water is removed

•Will not pump oil; straight motor oil will not turn pump on
•Snap-off strainer for easy cleaning
•Anti-fouling impeller
•New Eco-friendly Rule Mate® series of bilge pumps feature a solid state 
water sensing technology that eliminates the need for a separate  
float switch

•When water enters the bilge and reaches a certain height (2.75”) 
a sensor turns the pump on; after water is pumped out another sensor 
shuts pump off

•12 volt DC, 2.0 amp draw
•3/4’’ discharge outlet
•Measures 4” T x 6” L

DESCRIPTION PART #
500 g.p.h pump 4802-0028
800 g.p.h. pump 4802-0027
1,100 g.p.h. pump 4802-0030
 

NEXT GENERATION  
NON-AUTO BILGE PUMPS

•New pump design has higher flow rates due to optimized 
impeller designs for greater water flow

•Built-in thermal cutoff (TCO) provides added protection for the  
pump and vessel

•Back flow prevention reduces the amount of water left over in the bilge to keep 
it cleaner, longer

•Hidden air vents in the pump body help prevent air locking in the plumbing  
installation and helps with the check valve

•Threaded discharge for easier installation and maintenance
•Check valve included with all pumps
•500 g.p.h. pump has 1.6 amp draw @ 12V and 3/4” discharge outlet; measures 3.9” T x 2.5” W
•800 g.p.h. pump has 3.4 amp draw @ 12V and 3/4” discharge outlet; measures 4.4” T x 2.9” W
•1,100 g.p.h. pump has 3.7 amp draw @ 12V and 1” discharge outlet; measures 4.4” T x 2.9” W

4802-0027

4802-0030

PART # 4802-0023

NON-AUTO 500 G.P.H.  
BILGE PUMP

•Great features with minimum size and cost
•12 volt DC (1.9 amp draw) and unmatched in 
pumping power and longevity

•Especially popular on smaller craft
•3/4’’ discharge outlet
•Measures 4” T x 23/8” W
 •Fuel-resistant base

DESCRIPTION PART #
Kawasaki 4801-0001
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
Yamaha/ Polaris 4801-0002
 

COOLING KITS
•Include all hardware and detailed installation instructions
NOTE:  PART #4801-0001 is for factory pipe-equipped SXR models only. Will not work with OEM exhaust.
NOTE:  PART #4801-0002 is for factory pipe-equipped Yamaha and Polaris models. Will not work with OEM exhaust. Must remove OEM bilge siphon.

4801-0001

4801-0002
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DESCRIPTION PART #
Single mount 4802-0025
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
Dual mount 4802-0026
 

BILGE PUMP MOUNTS
FOR YAMAHA SUPERJET 94-16

•Bracket locates the pump within millimeters from the base of the hull
•Easy, built-in installation; no messy adhesives
•All hardware included
NOTE:  90-93 Superjets with smaller bearing housing will work with slight 

modification of bracket.

4802-0025 4802-0026

FITS MODEL PART #
KAWASAKI
SXR800 03-11 4802-0018
 

FITS MODEL PART #
KAWASAKI (CONT)
SXR1500 17 4802-0031
 

RULE BILGE PUMP MOUNT BRACKETS 
FOR KAWASAKI

•Develop a secure surface for mounting bilge pump
•800 series bracket bolts securely to hull
•1500 series bracket mounts to the lower bolts of the driveshaft  
bearing carrier

•Sold each

4802-0018 4802-0031

FITS MODEL PART #
KAWASAKI
JS440 77-92, JS550 82-89 4802-0002
JS550 SX 90-95, JS650 SX 87-93, JS750 SX 92-96 4802-0003
 

FITS MODEL PART #
KAWASAKI (CONT)
All SS/Xi/ST models 4802-0005
 

FITS MODEL PART #
YAMAHA
SJ650/ 700 Super Jet 90-99, WB700/ 760 

WaveBlaster 93-97 4802-0004
 

BILGE MOUNTING BRACKETS
•Designed for 500 gph bilge pumps
•Precision machined
•Anodized for corrosion protection

4802-00044802-00054802-00034802-0002

FITS MODEL PART #
KAWASAKI
All except listed below 4802-0019
800 SX-R 03-11, 900 STX/ STX 99-06 ,1100 STX/ STX D.I 99-03, 1200 STX-R 03-05, 

STX-12F 03-07, Ultra 130 01-03, Ultra 150 99-05, STX-15F 04-15, Ultra 250X 
07-08, Ultra LX 07-15, Ultra 260X/LX 09-10, Ultra 300 X/LX/R 10-15, SXR 17 4802-0032

 

FITS MODEL PART #
SEA-DOO
All models through 2009 4802-0021
All models 10-17 4802-0033
YAMAHA
All 4802-0020
 

VACATE VALVES
•Simple installation drain valve alternatives for the OEM drain plugs in models listed
•Machined from 6061 aluminum and clear anodized for corrosion protection
•Vacate Valves operate on the same principle as the Blowsion One Way valves, using the forward  
motion of the watercraft and gravity to allow ingested water to simply vacate the hull in one direction only

•Direct threaded replacements for the flimsy OEM plastic drain plugs, the Vacate Valve also simplifies interior flushing of the engine compartment
•Fits any model, by brand, that has a screw-in drain plug

4802-0019 4802-0032 4802-0021 4802-0020

PART # 4802-0024

CAST BILLET ALUMINUM 
ONE WAY VALVE SCUPPER

•Prevents water getting in during tail stands, 
wave jumping or all-out buoy shredding

•Allows use of billet exhaust outlet so riders 
can sanitize both sides of the rear of their ski

•Fits all years SuperJet, Kawasaki 750, SXR 800, 
Kawasaki 650 and Polaris Octane

DESCRIPTION PART #
Universal duckbill system A-7025
Kawasaki duckbill system A-4025
Kawasaki 800/ 1200 SXR duckbill system 4802-0001
Yamaha duckbill system A-8025
Repl. rubber duckbill A-2019
 

DUCKBILL DRAIN KITS
•Simple way to keep your bilge empty as you drive
•Universal kit fits Yamaha FX and VX models and comes 
complete with all hardware to convert new Sea-Doo and 
Polaris models

•Kawasaki and Yamaha systems are even easier – just 
unscrew existing drain plug and screw the duckbill drain 
plug into place

•Replacement rubber duckbills available separately

4802-0001
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FITS MODEL BLACK WHITE
Sea-Doo and Polaris pre-95 A-2385 -
Sea-Doo and Polaris 95-02 A-2265 A-2266
 

FLOATING DRAIN PLUG
FOR POLARIS AND SEA-DOO

•Constructed of space-age plastics
•Just twist or flip to tighten
•Oil and fuel resistant

A-2265

A-2266A-2385

DESCRIPTION PART #
Single 3801-0226
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
Dual 3801-0227
 

BACK FLUSH KITS
•All metal construction
•Easy-to-use
•Just push into aftermarket water bypass
•No tools, clamps or extra hoses necessary
•Back flushes entire cooling system instead of forcing 
salt and sand into cooling jackets

3801-0226

3801-0227

FITS MODEL PART #
HONDA
All except F15X or 15GPScape 08-10 A5200
F15X or 15GPScape 08-10 3801-0149
KAWASAKI
All 89-91 A2520
All 99-04 A26251

All 92-06 except ZXi, STX and Ultra A2521
All 92-06 except ZXi, STX and Ultra A-26261

STX 95-04 (all) A2522
STX 95-06 (all) A-26271

Ultra 150 99-06 A2520
Ultra 150 99-06 A26251

ZXi 95-04 (all) A2522
ZXi 95-06 (all) A-26271

4-stroke models including Ultra 250/ 260 03-10 (all) 3801-00181

Ultra 300X, Ultra 300LX, 300 Series 11-12 3801-0228
JS440, JS550, 550SX (all) 3801-0264
650SX/X2 (all) 3801-0265
POLARIS
All 94-04 except w/ FICHT system and 4-strokes A6000
All 94-04 except w/ FICHT system and 4-strokes A60101

All 01-04 w/ DI and FICHT system A6001
All 01-04 w/ DI and FICHT system A-60201

4-stroke models (all) 3801-00151

 

FITS MODEL PART #
SEA-DOO
All 92-98 w/ factory T-fitting A7001
All 96-10 models w/ rear drain pipe and reverse gear A7006
All 96-10 models w/ rear drain pipe and reverse gear A70041

All 95-06 models w/ rear drain pipe and no reverse gear A70031

All 95-97 dual engines 3801-0228
Spark (all) 3801-02672

Sportster/ Challenger Jet Boats 96-97 A70041

GT (all) 3801-02642

GTX 94-95, SPI 95, SPX 95 3801-0224
SP 89-97, GT 90-91, XP 91-96, GTS 92-00, SPX 93-94, SPX  

96-99, GTI 96, GTX 92-94 (580 engine), SPI 93-94, SPI 96 3801-0225
SP 89-97, GT 90-91, XP 91-96, GTS 92-00, SPX 93-94, SPX  

96-99, GTI 96, GTX 92-94 (580 engine), SPI 93-94, SPI 96 3801-02663

YAMAHA
Wave Raider (all) 3801-0268
All w/ non-factory repl. hose 87-98 A8588
All w/ factory repl. hose 95-10 A8582
All w/ non-factory repl. hose 87-98 A85891

REPLACEMENT PARTS
Adapter hose w/ male quick-snap end A-2690
1 Deluxe Flush Kit with quick-release snap.
2 Can be used as a universal flush kit for all models with 3/8” water line.
3 Comes with a T-fitting, which allows you to connect your hose directly to the ski.

FLUSH KITS
•Allows easy flushing of cooling system to keep it at peak efficiency
•Cleans system of debris and contaminants including saltwater, sand and sediment
•Kits designed for specific applications
•Quick-snap release feature available for most models
•Replacement adapter hoses with quick-snap ends available separately

A5200

A2625

A-2627
3801-0018

3801-0228 3801-0265
A-6020

3801-0015

A7001

A7004

A7003

3801-0267

3801-0224

3801-0266

3801-0268 A8589




